Aiming at the problem of complex relation pattern and low relation extraction precision in the unstructured free text, in this paper, a novel extraction model for Chinese geographical knowledge relation extraction using a real end-to-end deep neural networks (DNNs) is proposed. The proposed method is a fusion DNNs consisting of one convolutional neural networks and two neural networks, which contains word feature, sentence feature and class feature. For the experiments, we construct geographic entity relation type system and corpus. We achieve a good performance with the averaged overall precision of 96.54%, averaged recall of 92.99%, and averaged F value of 94.56%. Experimental results confirm the superiority of the proposed Chinese geographical knowledge relation extraction method. The data of this paper can be obtained from http://nlp.webmeteor.cn.
INTRODUCTION
Relation extraction is an important but complex task, which is normally used as an essential step in a wide range of natural language processing applications such as construction of question-answering and knowledge corpus. However, Chinese relation extraction often relies on a set of complex natural language processing tasks, including Chinese word segmentation, named entity recognition, part of speech (POS) tagging, etc. Hence Chinese relation extraction is a more challenging problem.
The complete and high quality knowledge corpus determines the level of human like intelligence. However, there is a lack of geographic knowledge under construction and open geographic corpus, as well as few studies on Chinese geographical knowledge entity relation extraction.
To solve the problem concerning Chinese relation extraction, a number of deep learning approaches including multilayer neural networks, recurrent neural networks, long-short term memory, etc., have been recently applied. Machine learning has been successfully applied in many different natural language processing tasks such as part of speech tagging , sentiment analysis (Kim,2014; , sentence classification (Kalchbrenner et al.,2014) , semantic role labelling (Collobert et al.,2014) , semantic matching (Hu et al.,2015) , etc. These methods based on deep neural networks are in need of some complex features, such as named entity, dependency trees, and etc. However, the error in extracting complex features may accumulate, and features designed artificially are not certainly suitable for Chinese geographical knowledge entity relation extraction, and new tasks needs to design new features artificially.
To address the aforementioned problem, this paper proposes an extraction technique for Chinese geographical knowledge relation extraction, using a real end-to-end Deep Neural Networks coupled with word features, sentence features and class features after constructing geographic entity relation type system and corpus. Firstly, we use a real-valued vector to represent a character. Then we use a neural network to extract the local features, utilize a convolutional neural network to extract global features, adopt a neural network to extract the class features at the same time. Finally, we assemble the three features head-to-tail in sequence, as the input of fully connected layer, to predict the label of character.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows: (1) We construct geographic entity relation type system and corpus artificially, and we make our data public for others. (2) The relation extraction doesn't need complicated NLP pre-processing. (3) We establish a real end-to-end deep neural network coupled with word features, sentence features and class features.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related work and Section 3 gives a detailed account of the proposed deep neural network and the features which have been used in this paper. Section 4 details the geographical corpus we constructed. The experimental results are introduced in Section 5. We finally conclude our work in Section 6.
RELATED WORK
Recently, deep learning has become an attractive area for multiple applications. It has made major breakthroughs in the field of computer vision and speech recognition, and natural language understanding is another area in which deep learning is poised to make a large impact over the next few years (LeCun et al.,2015) . Among the different deep learning strategies, convolutional neural networks have been successfully applied to different NLP task such as POS tagging, sentiment analysis, semantic role labelling, etc.
Some people have applied deep learning on relation extraction. Socher et al. (2012) tackle relation classification using a recursive neural network that assigns a matrix-vector representation to every node in a parse tree. The representation for longer phrases is computed bottom-up by recursively combining the word according to the syntactic structure of the parse tree. found that the vector-space word representations are surprisingly good at capturing syntactic and semantic regularities in language, and that each relationship is characterized by a relationspecific vector offset. For example, the male/female relationship is automatically learned, and with the induced vector representations, "King -Man + Woman" results in a vector very close to "Queen". It is an effective theoretical support for instance relation and parallel relation extraction. Zeng et al. (2014) proposed an approach to predict the relationship between two marked nouns where lexical and sentence level features are learned through a CNN. The experimental results demonstrate that the position features are critical for relation classification, while the extracted lexical and sentence level features are effective for relation classification. Zhang et al. (2015) considered that a key issue that has not been well addressed by the CNN-based method, which is the lack of capability to learn temporal features, especially long-distance dependency between nominal pairs, so they proposed a simple framework based on recurrent neural networks and compared it with CNN-based model. Experiments on two different datasets strongly indicate that the RNN-based model can deliver better performance on relation classification, and it is particularly capable of learning longdistance relation patterns. Xu et al. (2015) thought the method of Zeng et al. has been proved effectively, but it often suffers from irrelevant subsequences or clauses, especially when subjects and objects are in a longer distance. Moreover, such information will hurt the extraction performance when it is incorporated into the model. Therefore, they proposed to learn a more robust relation representation from a convolution neural network model that works on the simple dependency path between subjects and objects, which naturally characterizes the relationship between two nominal and avoids negative effects from other irrelevant chunks or clauses. Simulation results indicates that the performance has been improved to 85.4%.
THE PROPOSED DEEP NEURAL NETWORK
The proposed deep neural network architecture is shown in Figure 1 . The deep neural network is divided into three layers. In the first layer, each character (or class key words) is mapped into character embedding (or class embedding) space. Extract features in the second layer which include:(1) Select character embedding by sliding window, then extract the character features by the neural network;(2) Character embedding of a sentence is taken as the input of the convolutional layer, and sentence features is extracted after pooling;(3) Class keywords embedding are concatenated, then input them into the neural network to extract the class features. In the last layer, we assemble the three features head-to-tail in sequence as the input of fully connected layer, to predict the label of character.
Character Embedding
Traditionally, a word is represented by a one-hotspot vector. The vector size equals the vocabulary size. The element at the word index is "1" while the other elements are "0"s, which leads to the curse of dimensionality and sparseness. Now, a word is represented by a real-valued vector in M R which could learn through language model.
Character embedding is a finer-grained representation of word embedding. Now, character embedding is primarily applied to Chinese segmentation via deep neural networks. The Chinese segmentation, is one of the key problems in entity relation classification via deep neural networks. In these paper, we select character embedding, this is because: (1) The accuracy of ICTCLAS (Institute of Computing Technology, Chinese Lexical Analysis System) is 98%, but the error propagation could be accumulated through layers, and the accuracy of Chinese segmentation in a specific area is lower than common areas. We can avoid these errors by character embedding which can be seen in Figure 2 ; (2) Though coarse-grained word embedding would lose important information easily in some specific sentences, finer-grained character embedding could improve the accuracy of entity relation extraction. The feature vector of each character, starting from a random initialization, can be automatically trained. But the number of iterations increases, and the convergence rate is poor. We should input character embedding which contain more semantic information after training on untagged data into neural networks, which could improve the convergence speed and accuracy.
Character Feature
We tag a character or a word mainly relied on its adjacent character or word, so in this paper, we extract character feature through sliding window. We concatenate the vectors of words within a window, K is the windows size, and then we input these into the neural network to extract the features of the character. For example, in Figure 3 , K=3, we extract the feature of " 于 " through the character representations of "属","于","中".
Sentence Feature
In some complex tasks, such as semantic role labelling and entity relation extraction, a window use a convolution kernel K to extract character features around each window of the given sequence, then we perform a max pooling over them to produce a global feature vector in order to capture the most useful local features produced by the convolutional layer. We can also solve the problem that the sentence length is different. 
Class Feature
If we can directly extract class keywords or characters/words which can represent class keywords (some class keywords are similar to the third level attribute in Appendix 1), the feature of these characters or words could represent what this sentence want to say. And it is more directly and useful. In this paper, we call these keywords and features as class keywords and class feature. As the class keywords are independent of each other, we can extract class feature through common neural network shown in Figure 5 , which uses less time than convolutional neural network.
DATA
As ACE relation type system and corpus aren't suitable for geography area, we need to construct geographic entity relation type system and corpus artificially.
Relation Type
There are seven Chinese relation types in ACE-07, and the relation indicates 19 subset relationships, but geographic area is not included. We define our geographic relation type based on hierarchical model of ACE entity relation type system. Entity attribute has been divided into spatial and non-spatial attribute, while spatial attribute is divided into spatial measure, direction and shape, as well as nonspatial attribute is divided into climate, social attribute and thematic attribute. Each type is further divided into subtypes, such as length, width, altitude, annual average temperature, population, specialty, etc., as shown in appendix 1, and we focus on the third level relation type.
Entity Relation Corpus
In this paper, we get data from Chinese geography of Encyclopaedia of China and geographic terms of Baidu Baike. The text of Chinese geography of Encyclopaedia of China has following characteristics:(1) The content of each part text is mainly the description of the entity at the beginning of the text, such as ShidaoGang and ShiheziShi in Figure 6 . (2) The description of the text is mainly geographical knowledge, but it also has a small amount of history, therefore we label the entity at the text beginning as the object, and other labelled as the attribute. We don't need complex pre-processing such as Chinese word segmentation, named entity recognition, etc. What we need to do is just the ejectment of geographical irrelevant sentence and the processing of punctuation of Chinese and English. We develop seven labelling rules to annotate geographic entity relation corpus in GATE platform. The seven labelling rules are: 1. In this paper, we label the relation type of (Table 1) , where X is the attribute name. Assuming the property name of area called MJ, "面积1710平方公 里" could be labelled as in Table 2 ; 2. The multiple attribute value of same attribute all need to be labelled; 3. Don't need to label the said range of character or word; 4. "~" need to be labelled; 5. Only label the place name for the highway and railway; 6. Generalize the type; 7. Character in brackets are labelled as S. 
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

Data Sets
In the experiment, we choose 80% of the corpus as the training set and the others as the test set as shown in the Table 3 . And we conduct experiments use Keras-0.3.0 which is a deep learning framework with CPU+GPU (12+2880CORES). 
The Choice of Hyper-parameters
We need to select the dimension of the character embedding and the class keyword embedding. Furthermore, the deep learning framework requires the specification of multiple hyper-parameters. This includes the size k of the character window, the size h of the hidden layers, the learning rate λ, and the dropout rate. In this paper, we adjust these hyperparameters and consult the value range of Yanjun Qi et al. (2014 ), Xiaoqing Zheng (2013 and Xinchi Chen (2015) in Table 4 . F-scores on the same data set versus window size, character embedding size, class keyword embedding size, number of hidden units, dropout rate, learning rate, are shown in Figure 7 . It can be seen that the F-scores drop when the window size is larger than nine which shows that the size of windows is too large so the information will be redundant. However, if the window size is too small, then the information will be deficient. Generally, the number of the hidden units has a limited impact on the performance if it is large enough. Because of the limit size of corpus that we used, we can see that the performance is no longer increasing when the hidden number is larger than 600. Dropout is an effective tool in prevent over-fitting, it is helpful to improve performance when the dropout rate is 0.2.
We also adjust the learning rate consulting the value range of Collobert et al (2011) , in our experiment. Results indicate that F-score is highest when learning rate is 0.015. The hyper-parameters we selected are shown in Table 4 . 
Results and Discussion
We systematically test the incremental combinations of multiple characters. For convenience, we rename Word2Vec character embedding as W2V, character feature as CC, sentence feature as SC, class feature as TC. At first, we conduct contrast experiments on different combination of the features based on the random initialization character vector. In the supervised methods setting, relation extraction is expressed as a classification task (tagging characters). Hence, metrics like Precision (P), Recall (R) and F-Measure (F) are used for performance evaluation. Moreover, we also choose the weighted average of all kind of metrics : , , .
(1) As shown in Table 5 , it is clear that the performance has improved by adding sentence features or class features, which makes up the error of recognition because of the lack of window information in long or complex sentences. It is obvious that the performance of combination of CC+TC has enhanced greatly. We need to design class keywords manually, but training time is reduced dramatically. As shown in Table 5 , the time of CC+TC (874s) is 1/48 of CC+SC (40648s) has reduced about 4%. What if we could not find class keywords in sentences? In that case, we need sentence features, as in Table 5 , we can see that FAvg of CC+SC+TC is higher than CC+TC.
When we compare CC, CC+SC and CC+TC, we can find that CC+SC only brings an improvement of 1.3%, lower than CC+TC. There are three reasons. Firstly, the information that sliding window (size is 9) contained is abundant for the label of characters. Secondly, the class features are extracted from class keywords which represent the global features of sentence. Sentence features are extracted from characters which only represent local features of sentence, therefore, under certain conditions, class features are more effective than sentence features. Thirdly, as information redundancy of sentences, we extract sentence features via convolutional neural networks rely on big data.
Xiaoqing (2013), Wenzhe (2014) and other scholars found that the pre-training character embedding could improve the accuracy of segmentation in experiment of Chinese word segmentation. We train the character embedding by Word2Vec of . In this experiment, we find that the FAvg of the four combinations has improved as shown in Table 6 . It is clear that FAvg of W2V+CC+SC+TC is highest. Another advantage of character embedding trained by Word2Vct is fast convergent. As shown in Figure 8 , we can see effect of W2V on convergence speed. Since the experimental purpose and data are not the same, we do not compare our method with other published methods.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, we firstly construct geographic entity relation type system and corpus, and then we make our data public freely on the web for others. Secondly, we tackle the Chinese geographical knowledge entity relation extraction task using a deep neural network. We perform the experiments using the geographic dataset we constructed. Our experimental results show that we achieve a good performance with the averaged overall precision of 96.54%, averaged recall of 92.99%, and averaged F value of 94.56%, which are relatively high. In future, we will explore the following research directions: (1) This paper only considers the triples relations, which are not effective for some complex entity relations, such as "AkesuShi is called HuiCheng in 1757 and it is called HanCheng in 1883."; (2) The training data is narrower, we need more extensive corpus; (3) The hierarchy of conception in this paper is relatively simple, we need to complex hierarchy concept. 
APPENDIX
